
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The Gauteng Automotive Cluster welcomes the Competition Commission investigation into the 
sharing of repair information in the automotive industry.  We are of the view that the current 
restriction of data and repair information will increase exponentially over the next three to five years.  
The Right to Repair campaign was launched in 2013 by MIWA and has been leading the way to bring 
about change since to promote consumer choice and fair competition in the automotive parts, 
accessories, and repair and service industry.  The initiative is the industry’s response to widespread 
reports from RMI members that consumer rights abuses are occurring as a result of increasingly 
ambivalent and misleading new car warranties and increasingly restricted data sharing practices of 
the major motor manufacturers and dealer networks. 
 
At the present time South Africa does not have any regulations to protect competition in the vehicle 
repair and service sector.  Vehicle manufacturers and importers/distributors are not obliged to make 
technical and diagnostic information available to repairers outside of their authorised dealer 
networks.  If there is restricted data sharing, how are independent repairers servicing and maintaining 
vehicles?  As this paper will demonstrate – increasingly independent repairers are not able to service 
or maintain some vehicles.  As the technology content increases, the range of repairs undertaken is 
decreasing.  If the data is not available to the South African industry, manufacturers should provide 
this information to independent repairer directly. 
 

1. Sadly over decades our informal sector in the industry has been marginalised and 
discriminated by established industry only to operate in the periphery of the sector. The 
respective role for the establishment of GAC is: 

2. Discovering synergy with industry key stakeholders in harnessing state capacity to channel 
and guide investment decisions 

3. What is the role of the industry in stimulating domestic consumption to spur industrialization, 
support labour intensive repair industries and nurture an embryonic class of black 
industrialists for the sector. 

4. What role do we envisage the black automotive industrial class playing as catalysts to 
transform our townships from spheres of consumption to viable and productive economic 
spaces. 

5. What lessons can we draw from successful development models in various parts of the world, 
in particular about how our different interests can coalesce towards the realization of the type 
of inclusive industry we envision? 

 
The structural challenges, which continue to feed societal division and breed feelings of injustice in 
the hearts of many South Africans entrepreneurs in the automotive, will not be overcome by an 
“invisible hand” of the market but by a democratic developmental state, capable of intervening 
effectively to transform economic relations in our society in collaboration with industry cooperation. 
 

The independent repair industry is also our market.  The economic performance and health 
of the independent repairers and ours are mutually dependent, hence our interest in this 
issue. 
 
We hope the Competition Commission will emerge with ground breaking resolutions that will swing 
the economic pendulum in favour of the poor and downtrodden majority in our township automotive 
sector and not only established business represented by leading industry voices. 
 
The FOREWORD  



 
It is a reasonable observation that the township informal repairers continue to operate despite the 

information advantages that dealership-based service departments enjoy.  However, this is a 

somewhat superficial observation as most of the latest diagnostic service and repair technology is in 

its infancy and, many consumers do not choose to have their vehicle serviced and repaired by 

township informal repairers until after warranty has expired, generally 3 years.  The rate of 

absorption of this latest technology into the market will continue at a steady pace and the Gauteng 

Automotive Cluster expects that the township informal repair industry has a 3 to 5 year window 

before the lack of information sharing creates a negative effect on the industry’s survival creating 

significant consumer detriment. 

The absence of any regulatory framework in South Africa, as exists in Europe and United States, to 

protect competition in the vehicle repair and service sector, means that vehicle manufacturers and 

importers/distributors are not obliged to make technical and diagnostic information available to 

repairers outside their authorised OEMS franchise repair. A review of technical service information 

availability from the all eight automotive manufacturers in South Africa shows that none provides 

information for the use of township informal repairers. Association organised independent 

aftermarket provide quality competition and diversity of choice in service, without which vehicle 

owners would be forced to rely entirely on dealership based service departments, thereby 

becoming, in effect, captive customers. Only truly competitive markets can guarantee consumers 

freedom of choice by committing to develop and provide support and assistance to establish a 

competitive automotive sector through investment facilitation, skills development and training, 

incubation programmes and supply-chain development. 

Modern vehicles are too complex to repair without access to the manufacturer’s diagnosis and repair 

information.  It is impossible for an all-makes township informal repairer to afford all the information 

for every make of car in CD ROM or paper format and have it available on the premises in readiness 

for any repair.  It is similarly impossible to purchase every manufacturers diagnostic tool or special 

service tool.  Internet provision of information is necessary, as is the co-operation of vehicle 

manufacturers in the promotion of generic diagnostic and special service tools. 

Without effective access to technical information, multi-brand diagnostic tools and test equipment 

and replacement parts, rapid advances in vehicle technology will mean that the organised 

independent aftermarket will be unable to service modern vehicles in the future.  This scenario 

would have a significant impact on competition in the industry by creating a technological monopoly 

for the vehicle manufacturers and their OEMS franchise repairs.  Township informal repairers, which 

are predominately small businesses, cannot repair vehicles without data sharing.  Without 

competition, South African motorists would lose the right to have their vehicle serviced, maintained 

and repaired at competitive prices in the workshop of their choice. 

While technical innovations provide improved safety and comfort and emissions control, it has 

become increasingly challenging to service or repair new vehicles without access to electronic 

diagnostics and control technology.  Trends such as a move to diesel vehicles and electric vehicles 

intensify the issue, and make access to information vital to the survival of many smaller township 

informal repairers. 

A key role of the association organised independent aftermarket and township informal repairers 

is to provide cost effective and quality servicing of vehicles, particularly those older than three 



years that are no longer covered by statutory or extended warranties.  The depth and breadth of 

the independent repair network, which has over ten times the number of retail outlets than the 

OEMS franchise repair, also ensures that consumers in townships and rural areas of South Africa 

have access to cost effective repairers within realistic travel distances as consumers have been 

facing tough economic times for a considerable period  we welcome the Commission’s efforts to 

investigation of finding a workable solution that will not only relieve the burden of consumers but 

also facilitate discussion and transformative partnerships between industry stakeholders for 

market access and entrepreneurial support. 

As demand for vehicle service is clearly and significantly higher than the capacity of the authorised 

OEMS franchise repairs and association organised independent aftermarket, an increase in the 

number of township informal repairers will result in shorter lead times, lessor travel time and a 

significant decrease in the cost of vehicle servicing and replacement parts for South African 

motorists. 

The government’s interest in data sharing in this industry is well justified. The 387 000 people 

employed in component production, distribution and the servicing of vehicles in South Africa’s 

independent, multi-brand, automotive aftermarket play a vital role in providing affordable mobility, 

promoting consumer choice, and maintaining safe and clean vehicles on South African roads. 

Motorists spend approximately R37 billion annually on components and services for their cars.  18 

000 companies, predominantly small and medium-sized businesses (SMEs), provide competitive 

components and quality services in the South African aftermarket. There is a need for a regulatory 

environment that ensures effective competition in the automotive aftermarket thereby giving the 

informal automotive sector an opportunity to be integrated in to the value chains of automotive 

sector. 

Whilst the vast majority of individuals employed in the automotive components industry are PDIs, 

the industry continues to struggle in respect of its employment equity profile, with only 17% of 

managers, 44% of professional staff, and 51% of artisans PDIs. 

This is clearly a large industry and there is room in the market for both dealers and organised 

independent repairers and informal repairers.  There is no need to starve the organised independent 

repairers and informal repairers of business – the dealers could not handle the capacity of every 

consumer requiring maintenance and repair, and will never have a distribution footprint large 

enough to provide services in many townships and rural locations. 

The aftermarket repair market provides quality services to consumers.  This is an industry that 

requires significant investment in sound and modern tools and technology.  The informal market is 

not qualified and not technologically advanced requiring significant and start-up capital investment.   

The technology in modern motor vehicles has demanded equivalent levels of sophistication in 

servicing them.  Significant investment is required in start-up and ongoing equipment purchase and 

training.  Machines are maintained and replaced and the industry invests in licences and there are 

annual compliance costs including trade waste, occupational health and safety and EPA regulations. 

 

WHAT REPAIR INFORMATION IS REQUIRED FOR THE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF VEHICLES? 
  
In the past, automotive control systems have almost entirely been mechanical, hydraulic or friction 
based. Serving these systems relied predominantly on the skill and experience of the repairer 



assisted by vehicle repair information such as repair manuals, specifications, wiring diagrams and 
parts catalogues which were readily available from manufacturers. In the present day, shaped by 
emerging vehicle technologies, the body of required repair and service information is determined by 
the Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) and shared with their authorised dealers.  
 
In response to community expectations the predominant feature of current and future automotive 
design is to maximise efficiency (i.e. minimise resource utilisation, optimum driving patterns) and 
minimise harm (i.e. road user safety, environment etc.). To achieve these requirements, traditional 
control systems have been replaced by electronic diagnosis of the problem prior to the repair and 
replacement of components. As a result of these improvements, training of mechanics and the 
workshop tools have also increased in sophistication. 
 
As determined by the National Consumer Commission the aftermarket repair industry is required to 
provide qualified staff capable of performing car servicing according to the manufacturers 
specifications. How can the independent repairer comply with the manufacturer’s specification and 
meet South African consumer law if these specifications are not released by the manufacturer? 
There is the technical skill and tools required to maintain and repair vehicles to the manufacturer’s 
recommended specifications but often not the information to do so.  
 

On board diagnostics (OBD), a generic term referring to a vehicle’s self-diagnostic and reporting 

capability, gives a repair technician access to the state of health information for various vehicle sub-

systems allowing for the rapid identification and rectification of malfunctions in the vehicle.  

On board diagnostics has revolutionised the industry and the owner’s experience. Owners know that 

something is wrong and mechanics can see the cause of the fault immediately. However, there is a 

cost to the repairers: The automotive service industry has invested heavily in additional training and 

capital investment in diagnostics tools to meet the service needs of OBD to provide benefit to the 

consumer. When the diagnostic tool indicates a fault code the mechanic then requires access to the 

data that translates the fault code to let the mechanic know where the component is and whether 

the component can be repaired or should be replaced. Widespread concern has been expressed by 

the association organised independent aftermarket and township informal repairers that whilst the 

scan tools and the parts are available, the detailed information about the nature and location of the 

fault is not made available outside of the manufacturer’s dealership network.  

Assuming that the fault code information is available, the mechanic may then choose to source the 

spare part from a dealership. The dealership is authorised to sell the component to the independent 

market but there is evidence that this spare part does not come with the required information about 

installation and fitment. The part is acquired for the customer but the information regarding fitting 

this part is deemed to be proprietary information and is not accessible. At this point in time, the 

mechanic will seek to source the information directly from the manufacturer via their international 

web site, only to find that the international information is not appropriate to the South African 

model or that a South African postcode will lock the operator out of the system.  

In previous years all of this information was provided via manuals, detailed wiring diagrams and 

information about diagnosis, installation and materials. Now that the volume of information has 

increased, these manuals have been replaced with data provided via the internet. Whilst there is an 

increased focus on technology and a sense that vehicles are becoming ‘computers on wheels’ it can 

often be the simple information that the independent repairer requires, as outlined below : 



 

Oil grades 

Modern engines cannot be filled with the standard 25/60 blend. Filling an engine with incorrect oil 

can cause permanent damage. The independent repairer requires information on the blend for every 

manufacturer and every vehicle. 

Component locations 

Electrical components can differ from one place to another. Think of a mechanic trying to find a 

speed sensor for instance. Should he or she start by pulling the dash apart or look under the car? 

Again, think of the time spent trying to find something simple and the charge the consumer will have 

to pay on the time wasted. 

Brake rotor thickness 

When a consumer goes to a workshop, they are expecting the mechanic to repair the car because 

they know about its safety. How can a mechanic give assurance to the consumer that their rotors 

are above the minimum thickness without information? 

Wiring diagrams 

Vehicle computers are fed information from sensors in the vehicles. When a computer indicates a 

problem with a sensor reading, often the wiring needs to be traced. Without the schematic a 

mechanic would not usually even entertain the job.  

Wheel alignment  

During a wheel alignment, the steering components are realigned under the vehicle. A vehicle fitted 

with Electronic Stability Control has electronic sensors built into the steering system to measure the 

driver’s steering intention. If these sensors are not calibrated to the new alignment settings, the ESC 

system will detect a malfunction, set a warning light and disable itself. In some cases ESC calibration 

requires specialist equipment to communicate with vehicle electronic systems.  

Tyre Rotation  

Tyres can be moved to different positions on the vehicle to minimise uneven tyre wear caused by 

cornering forces. This is known as a tyre rotation. Some vehicles utilise a Tyre Pressure Monitoring 

System (TPMS) to detect tyre pressure change, a major cause of tyre blowout. When tyres are moved 

from one location to another, the TPMS computer detects a tyre pressure difference from the 

previous learned values, and generates a driver warning. In some cases, this warning can only be 

reset with specialist equipment or a special combination of buttons being pushed on the dashboard. 

The TPMS is disabled until this is reset. 

Brake Servicing (Rear Brake Pad Replacement)  

When brake pads wear out, the brake calliper needs to be reset (wound back in) and the pads 

replaced. Vehicles using electronic handbrakes require that the calliper be reset by actuating in 

reverse using the electronic braking mechanism. This can only be achieved using specialist 

equipment that communicates with the vehicle electronic system. In most occasions this specialist 

equipment is only available to manufacturer-approved dealership service centres.  

Brake Servicing (Brake Fluid Flush)  



Brake fluid has a limited life and is scheduled to be replaced every 1-2 years (depending on 

manufacturer)  

Vehicles fitted with Anti-lock Braking Systems retain an amount of old fluid within the ABS valve 

block, due to the valve and fluid accumulator arrangement .Specialist equipment must be used to 

actuate the ABS valves, therefore releasing the old brake fluid from the system.  

Flat battery/Power Loss  

Most cars use the power from the battery to run the keep alive the memory for their computer 

systems when the ignition key is OFF. One of the functions of this memory is to maintain the 

operating protocols for how the different computers communicate. Systems such as power 

windows, instrument cluster gauges, remote keyless entry, car stereo, electric seats, electric mirrors 

etc. are controlled by their own computer via information from others. If battery power is lost, some 

communication links between these computers is also lost, inhibiting the sharing of information. 

This can result in various driver operated systems to become inoperative.  

Specialist equipment or security codes are required to re-learn or re-establish the link between these 

computer-operated components. These codes are available only to manufacturer approved 

repairers.  

Battery Replacement  

The repairer requires the information about the idiosyncrasies of replacing the battery. An example 

here is the Mitsubishi Pajero. If you simply change the battery with all the doors closed, you will not 

be able to open them after the replacement. 

The Definition of Technical Information 

It cannot be assumed that the information required for repair is limited to fault codes or wiring 

diagrams. The European regulators determined that if repairs are carried out without the correct 

technical information, this could lead to vehicles being driven in an unsafe condition, add to air 

pollution and waste fuel. In response the European vehicle emissions regulation 715/2007 (intro of 

Euro 5 and 6) provides a detailed set of rules ensuring full and non-discriminatory access for such 

information for all independent operators. This regulation contains a generic definition of technical 

information that gives a good summary of what “repair information is required for the repair and 

maintenance of vehicles.”  

Vehicle repair and maintenance information means all information required for diagnosis, 

servicing, inspection, periodic monitoring, repair, re-programming or re-initialising of the vehicle 

and which the manufacturers provide for their authorised dealers and repairers, including all 

subsequent amendments and supplements to such information. This information includes all 

information required for fitting parts or equipment on vehicles.  

In order to bring clarity on the matter of technical information, the European Commission also 

pointed out that the lists that are set out in Regulation 715/2007 should be used as a guide to assess 

what could be considered as technical information for the purposes of competition law. A detailed 

list of technical information required under regulation 715/2007 

 



If some repair information is not freely available to independent repairers, what evidence is there 

that this provides dealership based service departments with a competitive advantage, and to 

what extent?  

The association organised independent aftermarket consists of a variety of players: independent 

multi-brand workshops supported by multi-brand diagnostic tool producers and supplied by original 

equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and independent parts industry through independent parts 

distributors, wholesalers, resellers and retailers. They are free to shape their businesses ,to cover all 

makes of vehicles or to specialise in a few or even one; to cover all categories of service and or repair 

or to specialise in the most routine (e.g. tyres, exhausts, suspension specialists) or the most technical 

(e.g. diesel, air conditioning, performance tuning).  

There is open competition and no protection by association with a major vehicle brand. The sector 

is also dominated by a large number of small businesses and their location generally reflects the 

population and vehicle distribution.  

Outside of routine handbook servicing the competitiveness of independent repairers reduces 

significantly; a much larger proportion of replacement parts must be purchased from manufacturers 

at higher cost than available to dealership based service departments. 

The lack of technical information on later model vehicles severely constrains the independent 

repairer.  

Manufacturers are aware of problems with new vehicles and these issues are reported to the 

dealership, not to the association organised independent aftermarket. Manufacturers regularly send 

out technical bulletins to their dealership network.  

 

What intellectual property considerations are relevant to this issue?  

Information required to repair the vehicle is entirely different from the design information required 

to reverse engineer a component. The release of diagnostic information and unlock codes is clearly 

not an issue of intellectual property. There is no requirement for design information i.e. the tooling 

for products, the composition of the components, or the manufacturing process. The repair industry 

is motivated by the desire to repair and maintain vehicles and not to reproduce the vehicle. There is 

no doubt that the car manufacturers view their repair information as their own IP and this gives 

them overall control. However, if everyone went back to the dealership to have their vehicle 

repaired, they simply do not have the workshops to repair that many vehicles. Hence, the 

manufacturers should be required to release relevant service and repair IP (for a cost) to support 

the product that they have sold to consumers.  

 

Does policy on sharing of repair information have implications for manufacturers  warranties on 

motor vehicles?  

Warranties offered by motor vehicle manufacturers are subject to the provisions and regulations 

imposed under the National Consumer Commission. The NCC ensures a number of consumer 

guarantees for all purchases of goods and services, these include; that goods be of acceptable quality 

and fit for purpose and that services are performed with due care and skill and in a reasonable time 



frame. Consumers have rights to civil remedies (replacement, repair, resupply or refund) if these 

guarantees are not met.  

The National Consumer Commission declared that manufacturers must ensure their warranties do 

not mislead consumers. When offering a warranty, manufacturers have the right to insist that any 

servicing performed on their sold vehicles are carried out by qualified staff, according to the 

manufacturer’s specifications and using genuine or appropriate parts where required. The sharing 

of repair information and subsequent servicing of vehicles by the association organised independent 

aftermarket and township informal repairers will have no impact upon these warranties, so long as 

the above elements are satisfied during the vehicle service.  

As determined by the Gauteng Automotive Cluster , consumers will maintain the full rights extended 

to them under the manufacturer’s warranty, which will not be voided so long as the association 

organised independent repairers and township informal repairers, are qualified staff capable of 

performing car servicing even if they are not a part of an authorised dealer network, service 

according to the manufacturers specifications and do so satisfactorily, use parts either genuine or 

interchangeable with genuine parts that are of similar quality and fulfil the same purpose. 

Consumers may seek remedies against the association organised independent repairer and township 

informal repairer if any of the above elements are not fulfilled. 

 

Is there evidence to suggest that technological changes related to the repair and maintenance of 

vehicles is likely to make it more difficult for independent repairers to participate in all aspects of 

motor vehicle repair in the future?  

In many of today’s vehicles over 50 microprocessors are utilised to provide sophisticated engine and 

driveline control to meet emission and fuel economy standards, new safety and comfort features. 

Increasingly, as service difficulties and faults are recognised from in-field experience, vehicle 

manufacturers are able to correct these by providing software to enable microprocessors to be re-

programmed for in-service vehicles.  

With sophisticated electronics now controlling the most important vehicle functions, the necessity 

for timely and accurate technical and diagnostic information has become critical. Trends to move to 

diesel, hybrid, electric, and in the not too distant future, fuel cell vehicles, and increased proliferation 

of makes and models will make access to information vital to the survival of independent repairers 

and consequently, to consumer. 

Is there evidence to suggest that a lack of access to repair information makes it difficult for 

independent repairers to complete certain repair types?  

Vehicle repair and maintenance can be broadly classified into five types:  

1. Recall Campaign: Any safety related or regulatory non-compliance defect found by a 

manufacturer, regulatory authority or consumer will initiate a recall campaign. Consumers are 

contacted by letters and public notices are published in newspapers urging consumers to contact 

their authorised repairer for correction of the problem at no cost. The authorised repairer provides 

VIN (vehicle identification number) of the vehicles repaired and the manufacturer pays the cost of 

labour and overheads to the repairer. If parts are required the distribution is usually controlled by 

the manufacturer and provided at no cost to the authorised repairer.  



2. Warranty: A defect found by the owner within the warranty period is returned to an authorised 

repairer for repair under warranty. Having decided the defect is warranty related, the vehicle is 

repaired and the cost of labour, parts and overheads is claimed from the manufacturer. For serious, 

expensive or unusual warranty items the authorised repairer will usually consult Head Office for 

prior authorisation.  

3. Service Campaigns: These are usually initiated by the manufacturer via a Technical Service Bulletin 

(TSB). Often referred to as secret warranty, a TSB is distributed to all dealership based service 

departments and often instructs service personnel to fix problems covered by the TSB free of charge, 

but usually only if the repair is necessary to resolve a customer complaint. TSBs are also issued to 

update part installation and repair instructions, among other general items.  

4. Repair: A problem experienced by a consumer is sent to an authorised repairer for diagnosis and 

repair. These are usually not covered under warranty and the cost is borne by the consumer.  

5. Scheduled Handbook Servicing: Routine maintenance to a vehicle on a regular basis as specified 

by the manufacturer. This usually includes items such as engine oil and filter change, other lubricant 

top-up, a safety check of specific functional items and a routine check of components subject to 

wear and tear (e.g. brake pads, battery, tyres etc.). The consumer is responsible for the cost of 

handbook servicing.  

Franchised manufacturer dealership authorised service departments dominate the first three levels 

of service, recalls, warranties and service campaigns.  

Sophisticated high investment independent repairers generally have the leading scan tools available 

in the aftermarket industry. Informal mechanics often are able to perform many repairs only to be 

blocked at the end when they cannot obtain the code to reinitialise the vehicle's computers and thus 

complete the repair. Without the codes, in many cases the car owner would not be able to restart 

the car following the repairs.  

The relationship between manufacturers and dealerships, facilitated by the restriction of diagnostic 

information, is a hindrance to consumer choice, restricting the consumer’s ability to shop around for 

the best deal in terms of price and convenience of location. 

 

Is there evidence that consumers would benefit from independent repairers  

having improved access to repair information?  

The mission of the automotive industry is not just to provide consumers with new vehicles. Vehicles 

require constant maintenance, servicing and repair. During the five years to 2013, the average 

distance travelled each year in a passenger vehicle was 14,100 kilometres and capital city residents 

spend more than 8% of their waking hours travelling and 74% of these trips are taken as either a 

driver or a passenger in a motor vehicle.  

This reliance by the South African population on motor vehicles as a critical mode of transport is 

caused by the size and geographic diversity of our continent, the lack of effective public transport 

infrastructure and South African’s love of the motor car. A strong independent aftermarket means 

that competition is maintained. This is good news for consumers and the economy as motorists are 

not forced to rely on the vehicle manufacturer as the exclusive supply source for parts and repair 



services for their vehicles. Motorists should be able to choose what is done to their property and 

who carries out the work. After all, it’s their car!  

 

South African households spend an average of R310.12 per week or R15 953.24 per year on Motor 

Vehicle expenses including fuel, vehicle servicing, crash repairs, parts & accessories. This represents 

15.89% of all Transport Expenses (major expenses being vehicle purchase, registration, insurance) 

and 2.48% of all household expenses.  

The service campaign segment of the industry should be of concern to many consumers. These are 

known as ‘secret warranty’ and are in service fixes for problems, which may occur in the vehicle and 

not necessarily during the warranty period. These are real fixes to real problems. Should an original 

owner or subsequent owner/s experience the problem after extended vehicle use, what can be done 

to rectify the problem is limited. As the service campaign is initiated via a technical service bulletin 

(TSB) issued only to the dealership based service departments, the consumer or independent 

repairer has no knowledge that a problem or a ‘fix’ exists. Subsequent owners are particularly at risk. 

Notification of these faults occurs via mail to the original purchaser, the dealer has no knowledge of 

whether the vehicle has been transferred to a new owner or if the original owner has changed 

address. If the current owner utilises the independent market there will be no record or no 

notification of this fault. Setting aside the cost of repair, the consumer’s chosen repairer should at 

least have knowledge that the problem exists. 

Typically independent repairers are not involved in service campaigns as the appropriate technical 

information via a TSB is currently only made available to dealership based service departments. At 

the very least Gauteng Automotive Cluster believes that all TSB’s beyond the warranty period 

notifying of specific vehicle defects should be freely available for distribution to association 

organised independent aftermarket and township informal repairers.  

Association independent aftermarket and township informal repairers must be involved in recall 

campaigns and warranty as these repairs are the exclusive responsibility of manufacturers who 

specify they be conducted by franchised dealership based service departments. Further, there must 

be means for the association independent aftermarket and township informal repairers to be 

compensated by the manufacturer for the cost of repair.  

The Environment  

The technical advances in emissions control contribute to global environmental protection. In order 

to ensure that vehicles conform to their emission standards, not only as they roll of off the 

production line, but also throughout their whole of life; regular inspection, servicing and repair is 

required. Unrestricted competition in the repair of vehicles is critical to ensuring that the industry 

can provide affordable, high quality repairs and parts. This ensures that the consumer has the right 

to choose their repairer and is not constrained by barriers that create a monopoly situation. The 

implications of restricted competition in vehicle repair and service will be an increased cost of vehicle 

parts, vehicle repair and car insurance which will decrease the number of vehicles serviced regularly, 

affecting the performance of emission control components. As the emission control systems become 

more sophisticated, this issue will be increasingly important as it will become impossible to service 

some vehicles outside of the dealership network without access to repair data.  



Is there evidence to suggest that there are safety risks associated with withholding repair 

information from independent repairers?  

During manufacturer initiated silent recalls, there are clearly safety issues for consumers. Vehicle 

owners that do not use dealership service departments will be missed. Letters sent to last known 

address is the only direct marketing and is not satisfactory. Independent aftermarket is not provided 

with service campaign information even though they may be servicing the car regularly. The vehicle 

ownership may move and the car company dealership only has the details of the first owner. These 

recalls can involve issues such as brake and power steering fluid, clearly safety issues. If the safety 

bulletins were shared with the independent market, the repairer would be in a position to alert the 

owner to take the car back to the dealership, if it’s a warranty issue, that’s where the work belongs. 

This is fine with the independent repairer, their main concern is the health of the vehicle and more 

so the health of the driver.  

In the absence of accurate or timely technical service information, repairers must rely on their 

training and experience to service the vehicle, which may pose a risk to the safety or compliance of 

the vehicle. In instances of doubt in the mind of the repairer, the task would be outsourced to a 

specialist or authorised dealer impacting on the cost and convenience to the consumer. 

Consumer Detriment  

Approximately 10 000 000 vehicles which are registered to operate on our roads only approximately 

25% or one in four vehicles carry comprehensive insurance with a further 10% with cover for third 

parties ,fire and theft. The consequences is high risk of ensuring  that in the event of an unfortunate 

road accident that the consumer is protected by the assurance that rectification will be provided 

with the focus on safety based on quality and standards applied.  

Europe and USA recognised some years ago that maintaining the vehicle for its whole life required 

the dissemination of vehicle repair and service information from vehicle manufacturers to 

independent repairers. A new US General Accounting Office report recommending improvements 

to the vehicle safety recall program underscores the urgency of ensuring independent repairer 

access to repair and service information. Nearly 30 percent of the record 14.9 million vehicles 

recalled for safety defects in 2010 in the US, were not repaired. To improve the recall process, they 

found that government regulators lack the authority to require OEMs notify used-car dealers about 

recalls. The US government regulators learned that because independent operators do not have a 

franchise agreement with the OEMs, they do not generally receive the defect notices from vehicle 

car manufacturers that are sent to their franchised dealers. Moreover, there is no public Vehicle 

Identification Number (VIN) database for identifying specific cars that have been recalled, nor are 

the VINs included in current recall notices to owners. As a result, the government reported that lives 

of unsuspecting American motorists and their families are being placed at risk. 

To protect consumer choice and competition in the vehicle repair and service industry, the Gauteng 

Automotive Cluster is calling on the Competition Commission to intervene to require the vehicle 

manufacturers to provide to the independent aftermarket, the same information and tools they 

currently supply to their authorised dealerships in a non-discriminatory manner, at a fair price, and 

in a useable form. 



The introduction of pro-consumer regulation and oversight to protect competition in the automotive 

aftermarket will assure South African car owners are in the driver’s seat in controlling decisions 

about service and repair expenditures throughout their ownership experience.  

The consumers’ needs are best served by a regulatory approach that requires OEMs make the same 

non-proprietary service information and tools available to vehicle owners and independent repairers 

that they provide to their franchised dealers, and must offer for sale any related tools and 

equipment. This assures independent repairers that information and tools needed to compete are 

available for purchase. Consumers in turn gain confidence in selecting a repairer on the basis of 

competitive criteria such as price and service, not on the basis of which repairers control repair 

information.  

Introduce Shared Technical Information Content applicable in Europe 

Technical Information in Europe to be shared under Article 6(2) of European Commission Regulation 

(EC) No. 715/2007.  

 Unequivocal vehicle identification  

 Service handbooks  

 Technical manuals  

 Component and diagnosis information.  

 Wiring diagrams  

 Diagnostic trouble codes (including manufacturer specific codes)  

 Software calibration identification number applicable to a vehicle type.  
 

Further specific examples of technical information that required under competition law in addition 

to the above.  

Software 

 Fault codes and other parameters, together with updates, which are required to work on 
electronic control units with a view to introducing or restoring settings recommended by 
the supplier.  

 Repair and maintenance procedures  

 Working solutions resulting from practical experience and relating to problems typically 
affecting a given model or batch.  

 Recall notices  

 Notices identifying repairs that may be carried out without charge within the authorised 
repair network.  

 

Information to Be Made Available By OEMS  

OEMs are required to make available to any person engaged in the servicing and repair of motor 

vehicles or motor vehicle engines all information necessary to make use of OBD systems and any 

information for making emission-related repairs, including any emission-related information that is 

provided by OEMS to franchised dealers. This information includes, but is not limited to, the 

following:  

Manuals, technical service bulletins (TSBs), diagrams, and charts (the provisions for training 
materials, including videos.  
 



A general description of the operation of each monitor, including a description of the parameter 
that is being monitored.  
 
A listing of all typical OBD diagnostic trouble codes associated with each monitor. 
  
A description of the typical enabling conditions for each monitor to execute during vehicle 
operation, including, but not limited to, minimum and maximum intake air and engine coolant 
temperature, vehicle speed range, and time after engine start-up.  
 
A listing of each monitor, sequence, execution frequency and typical duration.  
 
A listing of typical malfunction thresholds for each monitor.  
 
For OBD parameters that deviate from the typical parameters, the OBD description shall indicate 
the deviation for the vehicles it applies to and provide a separate listing of the typical values for 
those vehicles.  
 
Identification and scaling information necessary to interpret and understand data available to a 
generic scan tool through ‘‘mode 6,’’ pursuant to Society of Automotive Engineers SAE J1979, EE 
Diagnostic Test Modes.  
 
Any information related to the service, repair, installation or replacement of parts or systems 
developed by third party (Tier 1) suppliers for OEMs, to the extent they are made available to 
franchise dealerships.  
 
Any information on other systems that can directly affect the emission system within a multiplexed 
system (including how information is sent between emission-related system modules and other 
modules on a multiplexed bus)  
 
Any information regarding any system, component, or part of a vehicle monitored by the OBD 
system that could in a failure mode cause the OBD system to illuminate the malfunction indicator 
light (MIL).  
 
Any other information relevant to the diagnosis and completion of an Emissions-related repair. 
This information includes, but is not limited to, information needed to start the vehicle when the 
vehicle is equipped with an anti-theft or similar system.  
 
This information also includes any OEMS specific emissions related diagnostic trouble codes (DTCs) 
and any related service bulletins, troubleshooting guides, and repair procedures associated with 
these OEMS specific DTCs.  

 

We require that all OEMS systems will be designed in such a way that no special tools or processes 

will be necessary to perform re-initialization. In other words, EPA expects that the re-initialization of 

vehicles can be completed with generic aftermarket tools, a pass-through device, or an inexpensive 

OEMS-specific cable. This model year cut-off is consistent with the requirement to complete the 

phase-in of the SAE J2284–3 CAN requirement.  

 

In October 2014, the Competition Commission launched an investigation into “price fixing, market 

division and collusive tendering in the market to manufacture and supply automotive components 



to original equipment manufacturers (OEMs)” such as Toyota, Daihatsu, Nissan, Isuzu, Fuji Heavy 

Industries (Subaru), Honda, Suzuki, General Motors, Hyundai, Yamaha, Volvo (cars), Mazda, 

Mitsubishi and Ford.  

The investigation arose from information received by the commission that automotive component 

manufacturers colluded when bidding for tenders to supply automotive components to the listed 

OEMs. 

 

 

 


